
Operation of write CONFIG with 0x1005. Lines 1-CS, 2-MOSI, 3-MISO, 4-SCK (2,5MHz).
On MOSI line first 16-bits is written 0x0102, next 0x8010, last 8 bits is 0x05.
The MISO line goes low after 23'th bit and finally show 0x8004 what is default value of 
CONFIG register. All looks to be OK.
After last clock is more then 2us to rising edge of CS required for COMM_LOCK bit. 

But when I try to read this register it answer 0xFFFF.

Very similar is when I try to read LAST_WRDATA (0x01FF) register, it also answer 



with MISO line high.

This situation is repeteable with other registers like CFMODE (0x0107). I write 
0x0030 and receive also 0x0030 as default value.



Below on image is zoomed part of data showing relations between clock and data 
during WRITE command. Bit changes on falling bit of SCK and is sampled on 
rising edge. This clock is 2,5 MHz, but tried much slower with the same results

Also reading 8-bit registers not written previously doesn't return data. Below 
reading LCYCMODE, default value should be 0x40



The same LCYCMODE when writen 0x01 answer it's default value 0x40

For 24-bit registers like AP_NOLOAD with default value 0x00E419 reading is not 
succesful, MISO is floating high



In opposite to 8 and 16-bit registers, the 24-bit doesn't return it's default value 
when written. Below AP_NOLOAD written with 0x1234  doesn't return 0x00E419

One more observation: When writting 0 to IRQ_ENA, the IRQ line visible on 
channel 1 is released to High.



The total IRQ line activity in the loop is on chanel 1 on image below. After RESET 
it is High (not active), after  writing 0xAD to 0xFE and 0x30 to 0x120 goes Low, 
after writing 0 to IRQ_ENA again goes High. It means the chip react at least on 
some commands.

The whole developement kit


